
Oregon Country Fair Board of Directors' Meeting 
September 8, 2014, 7;00 pm, OCF site Hub Yurt 

 
 
Board members present: Diane Albino (alternate), John 'Chewie' Burgess, Casey Marks Fife,  
Paxton Hoag, Lucy Kingsley, Jack Makarchek (president), Indigo Ronlov (vice-president), Kirk Shultz, 
Jon Silvermoon , Lawrence Taylor, Sue Theolass, Bear Wilner-Nugent.  Peach Gallery present: Staff 
(Tony, Robin and Shane), Officers (Hilary, Grumpy and Randy), 25 and members and guests. 
 

Agenda Review 
 

New Business, Announcements, Reports, Member Input, Secretary’s Report, Consent Calendar, 
Treasurer’s Report, Old Business, President’s Peace 
 

New Business 
Appoint Vincent LaRochelle to Crafts Committee (Lucy) 
Alter Abled parking policy (Jon) 
Formulating a diversity plan (Jon) 
Sound policy revisited  (Chewie and Indigo) 
Create 7th Generation board of director’s task force (Kirk and Casey) 
Provide an annual summary for volunteer hours (Kirk) 
Select Barter Fair manager (Sue) 
Appoint Sara Rich to Barter Fair Task Force (Sue) 
Direct Food committee to give preference to organic food booths and develop a system for verification 
(Paxton)  
Provide a Letter to Lane county commissioners regarding resumption of roadside herbicide spraying 
with request to move to Old Business for timeliness (Jon) 
 
 

Announcements 
 

JonP: Tomorrow morning at 9:00 at the county building/Harris Hall, the County Commissioners will 
consider reinstituting roadside herbicide spraying. If you want to comment on this, get there at 8:30 to 
sign up to speak. 
Jain: The Candidate’s Forum will be Sunday, September 23rd at 2:00, at the Hub Yurt onsite. 
Robin: Peace Jam, a Culture Jam partner, will sponsor a screening of the documentary “Children of 
Light” on Desmond Tutu. It is a Springfield High School, on September 21st from 6:00 to 8:00 pm.  
Jon: I wonder if we could move a new business item to old business around sending a letter to County 
Commissioners opposing the resumption of herbicide spraying. 
I was involved in helping organize the Festival of Eugene. On behalf of the organizers of the festival, I 
wanted to thank the board for its donation. We drew on the expertise from a number of Fair folks, 
including Spirit who helped with the t-shirts, Don Doolin helped with security, and Whitebird helped. 
We estimate over the 2 days there were around 5000 people. The intent of the organizers is to do it 
again and focus on local participants and we look forward to partnering with the Fair again.  
Paxton: I will be attending the Recode conference in Portland that focuses on rewriting codes to allow 
grey water systems, composting toilets, and performance based toilets. My goal is to get training to 
argue the code process as a long-term benefit for the Fair. This will result in more progressive grey 
water and toilet systems.   
Joseph: September 21st is Climate Awareness Day and do something to advance climate awareness. 
Bob: The next highway pickup is on Sunday, October 5th at 10:00, meet at the Warebarn.  
Peggy: What are performance toilets? 
Paxton: A new way of setting standards to judge how efficient a toilet functions.  
 

Staff Reports 
 

Charlie: Reported prior to the meeting: “As you probably already know by now I will not be at the 
September BOD meeting since I will hopefully be in Dufur Oregon recuperating from Day 2 of Cycle 
Oregon. This is a truly fascinating non -profit organization that was created to return the vast majority 
of its annual revenue back into the small communities that host its supported rides each year. It’s a 
good cause and a great way to experience some of the lesser traveled, yet strikingly beautiful, parts 



of our wonderful home state. Thank you for your understanding while I get a short but much needed 
change of scenery and perspective as well as a chance to recharge my batteries. Andy Strickland will 
also be on the ride with me once again this year. Norma is taking her first real time off since long 
before the event this year as well this week. Most of the rest of the staff was able to get some post 
event time away in late August once we had completed Culture Jam, the Teddy Bear Picnic and the 
Eugene Celebration parade. August has evolved to be a very busy month for OCF staff.  
Speaking of Culture Jam, my deep appreciation goes out to Robin Bernardi and her staff including 
Camp Director Leslie Scott, for another fabulous year! The event seemed smoother than ever from 
my perspective and I have heard nothing but wonderful feedback from everyone about CJ this year. If 
any of you on the BOD have not taken up the invitation to visit on open mic night and have dinner 
before the show, you really must make it a priority next year. While it offers only a glimpse into the life 
affirming power of this amazing program, it is the best and only way you can directly connect with and 
experience the positive change and joyous impact that CJ manifests in the lives of the participating 
youth. I can’t say enough about how this program is transforming the world in magical & joyous ways 
and is a very special expression of psycho-spiritual rejuvenation for the attendees as well as the staff 
and volunteers.  
Special appreciation and gratitude to Norma, and all the volunteers who came together to arrange a 
fabulous 70th birthday bash and Teddy Bear Picnic. It was a lovely day on site and the food, music 
and fellowship were absolutely fabulous! Also thanks to Shane, Tony, Jeff and Andy who go above 
and beyond to make sure our number one appreciation event is safe and enjoyable for all who come 
out.  
Special thanks as well to Reg & Lil DeSoto, Cher-Bear Aker and all of the other wonderful volunteers 
who came together to put on a show on behalf of the OCF in this year’s Eugene Celebration Parade. 
Our entry, float and equestrian display may have been last in the parade order but was certainly first 
in the hearts of the community watching it all go by.  
Our annual review is nearly completed and should be filed well before our November deadline. This is 
a huge but critical annual task for our organization and I want to thank Norma for her extra effort to 
help get our materials together. I cannot thank our co-treasurer Hilary Anthony enough for the role 
she plays in this process. The skill, intelligence and insight that she brings to the fiscal wellbeing of 
the Fair is nothing short of astounding and I cannot imagine doing this without her. We are very, very 
blessed to get so much of her time, energy and support over these many years, thank you Hilary! I 
know Hilary is hopeful that the financials will be ready in time for our Joint Financial Planning & 
Budget Committee meeting that is scheduled for Tuesday September 16th at 6:00PM. With that 
meeting we are off and running into the budget season and officially into pre-fair 2015! 
Thom Lanfear and are still working on an SUP application and hope to have that completed and ready 
to present to the BOD at, or before, the BOD retreat. If the BOD approves the work we will be able to 
get that in motion at the county level this fall.   
A quick thank you and acknowledgement to the Food, Craft and Personnel committees who have all 
been asked by me to take on even larger workloads than normal. All three of these committees are 
meeting at least twice a month, in some cases more, and are very engaged with the work at hand.  
The Community Center committee will be facilitating the rescheduled design charrette on Saturday 
September 27th from 11:00AM through 4:00PM at the LCC Longhouse. This will be a very important 
meeting for this project and is your best chance to participate in shaping the future of this important 
project so please make time to join us if you are interested. If you are going to be attending please 
make sure and RSVP with Norma in the office so we can plan accordingly and be properly prepared 
for the event.   
The management team retreat which will be taking place the weekend after I return from the Cycle 
Oregon Ride. We have a very full agenda this year and will struggle, as we always do, to get through 
it all in the time we have together.   
Our Site Manager Shane has a couple of adjustments he will be discussing with you during the 
budget/treasurers segment of the BOD meeting and I fully support both requests and hope that you 
will support them as well.   
I am hoping that a few of the items up for discussion at the September meeting can be tabled until 
October since I very much would like to be involved in those discussions. I have reached out to the 
sponsors of those motions with that request and since none of the motions I am referring to have a 
specific time sensitivity or urgency that I can see, I am hopeful that will happen. 
Thanks for understanding and supporting my absence and I will see you all at the October meeting if 
not before. 
 



Tony: On behalf of Charlie and Andy who are doing Cycle Oregon, and norma who’s in Philadelphia, 
I’m giving the staff report. I want to give thanks to our staff. We started the year without a site 
manager, the ice storm hit, and Craft’s Lot project got rescaled and throughout it all the site crew staff 
worked relentlessly. Shane came up to speed quickly as site manager and brought the volunteers 
together to get things done. The activity continued through the picnic with a lot of volunteer time to 
pull it all off. We are moving into budget season and financial planning. Thanks to coordinators for 
providing receipts – norma is working on reconciling all the expenses. Momentum on the website 
slowed due to the event cycle and other challenges. In the last week developers and designers began 
work on the .org site. We have three sites: the Virtual Sticker Booth, the .org and the .net sites. Aaron 
Dietrich has come on the web team and is working on the .net site. The .net site will be integrated with 
an authenticated membership website. The virtual sticker booth is a combo inventory management, 
budgeting and reporting site. In the Northwest Youth Corp facility we seem to have the bandwidth to 
test remote participation. We have some equipment to accomplish this, but volunteers are needed to 
move this forward. The board asked for us to come up with protocols that we could then provide back 
on what remote participation would look like.  
Jon: You have some specific questions that you are looking for the board to give you direction on – is 
that what you are saying?  
Tony: When Charlie and I went back and looked at the report we did on streaming, we had proposed 
some questions and the original directive was, with interested parties, to come up with a set of 
protocols that we thought would work and the board could approve or deny. The greatest lack was a 
space where we could stream and additionally having interested parties to help with the meeting 
streaming. If someone wants to help with a set of protocols, we could then bring a motion where 
members could either listen remotely or a phased approach to participating remotely. What I’ve 
learned is that around the event all projects get shelved for a lot of months of the year. It is impossible 
to keep projects moving without volunteers owning them. It has been really challenging getting year 
round traction on projects. Anybody that wants to help to see this through, we could really use some 
help.  
Paxton: When I was looking for streaming information, I found YouTube has a Professional Non-profit 
program. It gives a full license for Google Earth Professional that could be part of our LUMP planning. 
JonP: I am glad that you are working with Aaron Dietrich. He has streamed board member meetings 
at the WOW hall.  
Martha: Where is the new venue for the board meetings?  
Tony: Temporarily the NW Youth Corps is where we are meeting. Streaming abilities change with the 
venues where board meetings are held.   
Shane: All of our events done, from the Fair to Culture Jam to the picnic to the Beaver Open. I am still 
learning the whole process. I’ve found there is just as much in the eight as there was during pre-Fair 
and it all has to come out. We brought all the stoves from Main Camp kitchen, the six water heaters, 
the four refrigerators, and the two freezers. We put the benches up and secured them. On Sunday we 
had a couple of walk on volunteers who had never been to the Fair except as patrons who helped fill 
two gator trailers with dimensional wood. In the camping areas there are a lot of tents and garbage 
left behind. If you want to volunteer and come out on the weekends, let me know in advance.   
Joseph: There used to be a tradition of a mid-September work party. You might think about this next 
year.  
Shane: We may consider something in early October.   
Robin: From norma: “Thank you to so many people who volunteered at the Teddy Bear's Picnic. I'd 
name them all but I'd be sure to forget someone so please accept my gratitude if you contributed to 
the overwhelming success of a fabulous picnic by grilling, greeting, serving, setting-up, selling 
commemorative items or cleaning-up the next day. 
Thank you Reggie for putting together a splendid and spiffy parade entry. You did a great job Reggie, 
and all those who participated with you. 
Next month's Board meeting will be October 6th at NW Youth Corps. See you then and there.” 
 
Robin: We had an awesome Culture Jam this summer, it just gets better!  
 
First, I am proud to say that we finally met a special goal this year: we did not use one plastic water 
bottle at the event. With the help of the OCF Endowment we were able to purchase stainless steel 
water bottles--all with original art--for every person in the community (120). On top of it, our Nurse 
saw no signs of dehydration. Everybody got to take their bottle home for continued use--and have a 
special memento from camp as well. Although it may sound easy, believe me, it was not. Lot's of 



organization, direction and dedication went into it--from all of us. It is such a great feeling to make it 
real though, to actively steward the environment--and what a fantastic learning piece for camp.  
 
So many people make Culture Jam happen each year and my gratitude goes to each and every one 
of them: 35 Beaver Dam Builders came out to help get Alice's ready, 25 beautiful kitchen crew 
volunteers gave us their time and care, Kaivalya Chotard returned to us after many years in Costa 
Rica to lead the charge, Dale DuVall was part of the team, and our newest key player in the CJ 
Kitchen Mr. Neil McLain did a fantastic job ordering our food for the week. We needed three people to 
accomplish the tasks our previous Kitchen lead John Duran handled single handedly for 12 years. 
Hats-off to you John Duran! City of Eugene Recreation at Petersen Barn and River House have been 
key partners with Culture Jam for 11 years now. The partnership was originally conceived in 2003 by 
Craig Smith and Leslie Scott because of a gap found in arts-based teen programming in the 
Eugene/Springfield area. Since then, each summer the City gives Culture Jammers an opportunity to 
get off site to safely enjoy water activities, and donates mentor staff and scholarships.  Then we have 
the 26 big hearted Mentor Staff who dedicate 9 full days and nights of their busy lives, and our two 
Lead Facilitators, Becky Renfrow and Alan Wong. Together this mentor team builds a community that 
honors the spirit of each and every young person, recognizing them as the powerful beings they are 
and inspiring them to creatively change the world in the positive ways they each envision. Lastly, 
there are our co-workers. Leslie Scott continues to walk each and every step of this program with me, 
and we are so grateful for all of you: Charlie, Andy, Tony, Shane, norma and Jeff, we feel your 
presence and your support at every turn. As you can see there are circles upon circles of support 
around this program. This rich abundance of loving intention is not lost on the young people who 
attend. They feel it and take it out into their worlds and their futures. Thank you all for doing what you 
do to make this very meaningful and satisfying work possible. 
 
 

Committee Reports 
 
Hilary: Community Center Committee – Thom Lanfear, the committee chair asked me to give the 
report.  A meeting on August 18th covered two big topics. We had 15 members, many of whom had 
not attended in a long time, which made for a hard time getting a quorum. Thom worked us through 
the existing policy that said if a member had missed three meetings they would be removed. We 
accepted the resignation of Matt McCune and notified four members we were grateful for their service 
and we were terminating their membership on the committee. If they were interested in becoming 
involved, they could send a letter to the board to ask to be back on the committee. Those members 
were Steve Wisnovsky, Indigo Ronlov, Charlie Thompson, and Chewie Burgess. We agreed to write a 
letter to Dahinda Meda thanking him for his past service and bestowing him the title of emeritus which 
means he will no longer be a voting member. This leaves us with Thom Lanfear, Anna Scott, Lynda 
Gingerich, Kirk Shultz, Andy Stickland, Charlie Ruff, Jon Silvermoon, Hilary Anthony, and Tom 
Brandt. We’ve also had great attendance and participation from norma and Tony who’ve offered a lot 
of staff support. The committee has been in flux and having a difficult time getting votes done.  
A portion of the committee is preparing for the Community Center charette, which is scheduled for 
September 27th from 10:00 to 4:00 at the Lane Community College Longhouse and will mostly focus 
on the size for the facility. We want people to look at the questions that were asked and refocus on 
what we really need, get involvement, buy in and kick start more activity.    
 
Peggy: Elders committee – the June minutes were approved. The Election committee requested 2 
Elder volunteers to help stuff ballots on Sat. Sept 13.  Peggy and Christine volunteered. Michael 
James gave an update on the LPFM. He spoke with Ichabod at the TB Picnic who offered his 
assistance to help set up the EAS system.  We made contacts and gave information at the 2 events 
where OCF LPFM had a table and spoke to many local residents who were very supportive of the 
LPFM project. There will be information presented to the upcoming BOD meeting.  Jennifer voiced her 
concerns about the oral history project since the contributors were assured their input would be for 
archival use only and any other use would require a written release.  It appears it is being considered 
to be used in a commercial project and that would not be appropriate. An Elder attended the meeting 
to voice his concern about his companion not receiving his pass and not being able to receive a 
refund from the Fair.  The Elders committee suggested he come to the BOD to ask why the Elders do 
not receive a refund when according to some booth reps, they do. Robert Jacobs will repeat the 
Candidate Forum with Michael Miller and Rich Locus who also helped last year. It will be on Sunday, 
Sept21 at 2PM at the hub. Feedback from the Meet n Greet. Approximately 260 attendees had good 



food, good music and good fun along with box wine. Jerry asked the committee to pursue the Elder 
Day pass with extended hours and no camping with the possibility of a special wrist band. The annual 
Spirit Walk put on by Kay will happen on Sat, Oct 11 @ 6pm at the yurt. Full moonish Potluck. The 
Fall Elder retreat main Agenda, Sept 27-28 will feature the CC design charette from 10-4 at the LCC 
Longhouse.  There will be shared rides available from Alice’s.  Please call the office to RSVP so lunch 
can be readied. The usual Saturday night potluck at Alice’s will be held. The rest of the agenda will 
continue on Sunday from 10-12. Next Meeting at the OCF office on Sept. 25 at 7 PM. 
 
Heidi: Elections Committee – Half of the board’s term is up. The Annual Meeting will be on October 
18th. The Annual Meeting notice will be going out this week. We are not sending the Annual Meeting 
notice to people that are already on the absentee ballot list. The absentee ballots will be going out 
next week. If you are not already signed up as a voting member, you must turn in your membership 
application by September 18th.  The candidates that are running are: Chewie Burgess, Diane Albino, 
Ellen Singer, Indigo Ronlov, Jack Makarchek, James Manning, Jon Pincus, Kirk Shultz, Lazer Tom 
Finley, Marlene Monette, Sue Theolass. There is a question on the ballot about the new membership 
website preferences.  
Jon: When you send out the absentee ballots will it show where the Annual Meeting is in case they 
want to come?   
Heidi: Yes, this is right on the front of the voter’s pamphlet. The Annual Meeting is October 18th at 
6:30 pm at Whitaker Elementary, 21 N. Grand, Eugene. 
Robert: The Candidate’s Forum is at the Hub Yurt onsite on Sunday September 21st. It is scheduled 
from 2:00 to 4:00. 
Jen-Lin: The Saturday Market staff will accept absentee ballots at their Info Booth on Saturday, 
October 18, the day of the Annual Meeting, until 5pm.  The ballots will be placed in their locked box 
and delivered to the meeting by Cathy Coulson-Keegan, a Saturday Market vendor and election 
committee member. 
Dean: Path Planning Committee – we talk about the spirit pole and Paxton can fill in the gaps.  
Paxton: We had a Path Planning meeting after the Teddy Bear Picnic. We talked about what we saw 
that worked and what did not. We also got a presentation from George on his plans for the story pole. 
Many projects are started without the individuals coming to Path Planning and this is a good example 
of that and we are trying to determine how we are going to deal with it.  
  

Member Input 
 
Lucy: Live, love, give some, study where you come from, culture jam tribe and we carry on the vibe. 
Indigo: I asked my teenager, Logan, who goes to Culture Jam how it was this year. He said, “it was 
good.” I said, “what about it was good?” He said, “they are really supportive, they support me, they 
support each other, and you can’t tell who is staff and who’s not because everybody is working 
together to make it a supportive environment. That’s why I like it.” It does beautiful things for our 
teenagers.  
Martha: I want to share my conversation with one boy who it was his first Culture Jam. We were 
talking about where he lived and that I lived in Eugene. He said, “but you are out here, and you sleep 
out here every night in a tent for 9 nights just to be here with us?”  
 
 

Secretary’s Report 
 
Randy: I’m happy to be back! I spent a few hours yesterday both on secretary duties and on Election 
committee work, so I feel like I’ve regained a view of the ‘goings on’ in my absence.   I’d also like to 
give big thanks to Bill Ganser for stepping back into the Rec-sec seat during my work conflict in the 
August cycle. It is a gift to have such a backup secretary as Bill.  
The items we have for this month and next are:  
September Consent calendar items:  
 YES (Youth Empowerment Symposium) $ 1000 (Sue) 
 CLDC (Civil Liberties Defense Center)  $500  (Chewie) 
 
October Consent calendar items:  
 Center for Dialogue and Resolution $1000 
 Science Factory $500 
 Girl Circus $1500 (Jon) 



 Tamarack Wellness Center $1400 
 
Elliot:  This is our second year of the event that is geared for youth in Lane County. It is classified as a 
sexuality conference. We are bringing together experts and youth to talk about gender identity, sexual 
orientation, HIV and AIDS, transgender issues all to empower youth. It is a 2 day event made up of 
workshops.  We are striving to work performance and visual art into the breakouts. There is a concert 
hosted by GRRRLZ Rock. Our goal is to make the symposium free and accessible for everyone.   
YES! will be accepting workshop proposals until September 29th, we are open to absolutely anyone 
or anything, and encourage young people to present. We are seeking people young and old and 
everywhere in between to be on an inter-generational panel and share their story. Event registration 
will open on October 6th.These things, as well as our contact info can be found on our website: 
www.youthempowermentsymposium.weebly.com 
Joseph: Say yes to YES! I saw one of the plays from a few years ago and what they are doing leading 
edge work. CLDC was critical at Occupy and Lauren Regan has broken through real barriers to free 
speech.  
Robin: Yes to YES! 
Steve: I object to the CLDC donation, there is no one here to speak to their donation request. To me 
as the treasurer, it is not a good use of our money when they don’t bother to come and support their 
request. We seem to be deep pockets for organizations that think we’ll give them money if they send 
in a piece of paper.  
JonP: I encourage us to keep CLDC on the consent calendar. They are busy daily protecting free 
speech and rights of the homeless. They are overwhelmed with the tasks they face.   
Robert: I want to speak in support of CLDC. They have defended a lot of people that would not have 
otherwise been defended. They are in line with the Fair’s consent calendar and other grants we give.  
Michael: I am member of CLDC and they only have one active staff member, Lauren Regan. 
Chewie: I believe that Lauren is not here since she didn’t know the meeting was onsite. I fully support 
their good work that is done locally.   
Consent Calendar passes 10-0 
 
 

Treasurers’ report 
 

Hilary: We will have some budget items from Shane that we’ll get to in a minute. As Tony alluded to, 
we really want to get all receipts in by the end of September for the Annual Meeting interim report. We 
have been working on the 2013 review. There is at least $30,000 that will come into this year. We will 
have at least $30,000 to pay out to the Jill Heiman Vision Fund grants. We do not have the Green 
ticket amount separated out.  This is a big cleanup for us to get the financials in order.  
Next Tuesday, we have the joint financial planning budget meeting where we set revenue projections. 
I don’t anticipate huge changes in the revenue projection from last year. I don’t know of anyone going 
into that meeting with proposals for increasing any fees. Jon Silvermoon asked us to start to address 
a long-term financial planning process.  The meeting is at 6:00 on September 16th at the Springfield 
Creamery. 
Jon: I have a couple of questions. On the balance sheet, 1104 Community Center – is that really 
restricted or is that the Green ticket money we dedicated? It is $45,000. 
Hilary: It is board restricted. Temporarily restricted would be amounts that are donor restricted, like 
the 1180. One thing we learned in the review is that bank account did not get all the amounts credited 
to it. We had a big increase in donations for the Community Center funding last year.   
Jon: So,1180 is restricted? 
Hilary: It is temporarily restricted by general accepted account principles. And that amount is 
understated by a couple thousand. 1104, is board designated is a better term for it.  
Jon: As is 1197, which is also board designated.   
Hilary: correct  
Jon: Those are the only three places that Community Center money shows up?  
Hilary: No, there is some Green ticket Community Center money of about $90,000.  
Steve: 1195 is the other place that Community Center money shows up and is board designated. 
Jon: In the Budget Report the expense is probably not firm, is the income side firm, as a total? 
Hilary: I’ve got some questions and we’ve not pulled out the $45,000 of Green ticket that still shows 
up as admissions. Today, I reviewed amounts from our ticket seller – the amount they have on there 
is different than we have. It could still change and a lot are Charlie questions. Like, why do we have 
$50,000 less than the report says? There are differences in all the income reports I’ve gotten so far.  



Hilary: We are in the second year of a two-year budget cycle so we won’t be sending out budget 
forms to everybody. We’ll have some communication with the coordinators. 
Shane: I would like to ask for budget adjustment to the haying line item of a $1000. The bill originally 
came in at $4590. We only had $2000 in that original line item. I was able to negotiate Mark 
McFarland down to $3000 on the hay. The reason he billed us $4590 was the hay was much thicker 
this year, required more work, and the diesel costs were higher. I’m hoping the board will add $1000 
to the line item.   
Indigo moved and LT to seconded to add $1000 to the haying budget line item.   
Motion passes 10-0 
Shane:  The Caretaker’s Yurt roof has been leaking and needs repairing. I took the opportunity to get 
three estimates, for the work to be done. I’m asking the board for $6986.  
Jack: Is it going to be three tab again?  
Tony: Actually architectural composition is no longer three tab, but a double layer.  
Jack: Is it going to be the reflective type? There is a 3 tab that adds reflects. 
Tony: Are you talking about standard composition roofing that has a reflective back? 
Jack: Yes, it has some reflective value.  
Tony: The last time I worked with them on Henderson’s, I talked to them and we can see if it does not 
add a lot to the square – some you can get with moss resistant particles or the reflective you are 
talking about.    
Jack: Hilary that tax credit is over, right? 
Hilary: Yes, it’s over for residential.  
Jack: Whether it’s residential or not it is a good sustainable thing. 
Indigo moves and Lucy seconded that we put $6986 from Capital Project budget line item for 
the Caretaker’s Yurt roof.  
Heather: I know that they do roofs in squares, does it say how many squares? Is this a terribly 
complicated job? 
Tony: Actually it is the most complicated roofing job of any of ours because it is a multi-hipped 
structure. It is best to have it done by professionals. 
JonP: Is there enough money in the budget to accommodate Jack’s suggestion? Or would it be 
possible to have a contingency to do so? 
Tony: Shane took direction from board input, on getting multiple bids and kudos for him on that. It 
turns out the contractor we’d used before was competitive.  
Jon: The second proposal was $450 more, but has 5 year not 2 year warranty.  
Jack: That is for workmanship you are talking about.   
Martha: Is that a rhetorical question the board can make when it votes? 
Shane: The reason we chose All-Roofs Northwest is they have done work for us in the past and it has 
come out very well. They stand by their work. If you want to get the extra three years we can go with 
All Seasons. 
Jack: I’m not sure, but I believe that if it is defective workmanship they have to fix it. 
Kirk: All-Roofs have done good work for us in the past and they were the ones that did Henderson’s 
recently. It seems to me they are putting a better underlayment than either of the other two.  
Jon: I appreciate you getting three bids. 
Motion passes: 10-0 
 

Old business 
 
Jon moved and Sue seconded to approve the August 4th 2014 Board of Director’s meeting 
minutes.  
Motion passes 9-1 with Chewie abstaining 
 
Kirk moved and Casey seconded that qualified Membership will automatically receive an 
absentee ballot for the annual election. The BoD directs the election committee to research 
ways to accomplish this. Recommendations to do so will be brought to the BoD by the March 
2015 BOD meeting with intent to implement by the 2015 election cycle.  
Spirit: I highly support this because I traveled three and a half hours to make the Annual Meeting last 
year because I did not get my absentee ballot on time.  
Tony: I was huge supporter at first to apply dollars for getting more members to vote. I took me years 
to be an active member of the organization due to a lack of understanding for protocol and process. 
The University of California at Davis produced a study on the effects of absentee ballots for increased 
participation. Absentee ballots actually decreased remote voting because it took the responsibility out 



of the member’s hands. It removed my preconceived notions and it was actually more complex than 
that. But I think it is an awesome idea. 
Steve: From a fiscal standpoint it’s horrible idea. From voting standpoint it’s also horrible idea. If you 
look at what it does, it drains money from our resources to do good things and gets us no benefit. If 
you look at regular voting, people have to register to vote.  Shall we just send out ballots to all people 
in Oregon?  What Tony is saying, the studies show you don’t any benefit out of it. Heidi, how many 
members do we have?  
Heidi: We have 5300 members? We send out about 1300 absentee ballots.  
Steve:  So, 1300 absentee ballots and these are people that ask for them. How many of those do we 
get back?  
Heidi: Last year was our best year and we got 53% back.  
Steve: What are we going to get for these 5000 ballots for, say $1 to send these out? 
Jen-Lin: Last year it cost $2 to send out absentee ballots.  
Steve: The benefit we will get is illusionary. You are voting for something that is counterproductive. I 
would ask you not to vote for this.  
Joseph: Unless it’s gotten the green light from elections committee, it should not happen. People 
should have to put some initiative into the process. 
Jen-Lin: After last year’s election we’d considered a concept of dropping voters that are on the 
permanent absentee roll who had not voted in the last three to five years by letting them know we 
were not sending them a permanent ballot.  
Hilary: I’d love to have more people voting and interested in the process and this is an attempt to do 
this, but I suggest we consider more ways than this to do it.  
Martha: I think voting is a privilege and people have to act to vote. 
Heidi: Steve already brought up one of my concerns. We already are getting only 50% of the 
absentee ballots that people ask for. I don’t think we’ll get much bang for our buck in sending it to 
everybody on the membership list. There is also a problem with addresses, in that if we don’t have the 
correct address we get the ballots back. I too want to figure out how we get more people voting. I put 
the word “vote” on as many things as I possibly can. The Get Out The Vote team has helped us as 
much as they possibly can. We now have the capability to send out email blasts to people that I have 
correct email addresses for, which I think put us over 50%.  The Candidate Forum is another good 
thing we do. If they don’t know those running for the board, they don’t vote. I’m open to other possible 
ways to get people to vote. 
Heather: Considering that we are voting for board members, the most important thing we can do is 
give them access for watching board meetings.  
Jon: The only way I could even think of voting for this motion is as a one-year experiment. This will 
increase the cost by about $8000. I’d rather spend that $8000 getting the board meetings online. I am 
not prepared to vote for this.   
LT: Because, I think, words make a difference, distinctions like rights and privileges make a 
difference.  Voting is a right. Article 5 Section 6 of our by-laws states: “Voting is a right.” That being 
said, I think the exercise of that right implicates certain responsibilities, like registering. I don’t think it 
would be a bad idea to have membership registration automatic with registration for whatever 
capacity that makes you eligible for membership. If participation is a matter of interest and interest is a 
matter of information, extending the information electronically to our membership at large is an 
important step. I think with consideration from what our experts on the Election Committee have told 
us, it is probably not money well spent. I’m glad to see we are taking steps to get more people 
involved.  
Chewie: I respect the idea of getting more people involved. I find myself in the unique position of 
agreeing with Grumpy. It is not money well spent. Common sense is that it’d work, but it’s the 
dichotomous effect of giving people something that they don’t have to work for.  I do love the idea of 
more participation in the board, voting and the Fair, but this is not the way to do it.  
Paxton: I think throwing our energies into GOTV and the Candidate’s Forum is what has increased 
our voter participation. I’m not sure there is value in sending it to everyone.   
Jack: We are getting modest increases every year because we are maturing as an organization. 
There is value in year round involvement.  We want people to vote, but the more people that we get to 
vote that become involved with the actual work of a year around organization is part of that 
responsibility that comes with the right. Anything we can do to get more people involved with 
streaming, Candidates Forum and how the traditional get out the vote works is how you build that 
base. We’ll be 50 years old soon and we are increasingly getting more year round participation. With 
maturity that number will rise in a knowledgeable electorate, people that are in tune with what is going 



on and those working to solve the problems in the super majority organization. It takes a lot of effort 
and we do good work here.   
Kirk: Thank you for the comments and input. I thought it was a simple idea. I am not sold on the idea 
that the UC Davis study applies. As a volunteer organization, when the Fair’s over – off we go, then 
somewhere in there I say, “when’s the election.” If we make things simple we will increase 
participation and activity – how much I don’t know. Thanks to Heidi for the information, 13% of our 
membership voted last year and we had the highest number of members voting at 825. 701 of the 
votes were absentees and 124 voted at the Annual Meeting. We have approximately 5330 members. 
I love we’re having the conversation to continue to look for ways to improve our voter participation. 
With that, I would like to withdraw this motion. 
 
Kirk moved that that the Budget and Financial Planning committees shall address current 
policy regarding time required to be eligible for pass and support items. They shall work with 
management to identify possible inequities and their remedies between the high time 
commitment pre-fair crews and lower time commitment during event crews. 
Recommendations for possible adjustments shall be available for discussion at the 2014 BOD 
retreat and for discussion and voting at the Nov. 2014 BOD meeting.  
Motion dies due to lack of second. 
 
Kirk tabled motion that the BOD directs management to identify crews that indicate they rely 
on working SO's to complete some of their jobs. Recommendations for acknowledging this 
category of volunteer effort and for providing some support for them shall be available for 
discussion at the 2014 BOD retreat and for possible discussion and voting on during the 
November 2014 BOD meeting.  
 
Kirk tabled motion that the Budget and Financial Planning committees shall review the current 
Coordinator expense policy and make recommendations to the BOD to provide better equity 
between larger and smaller crews. Recommendations to be available for discussion at the 
2014 BOD retreat and for discussion and voting at the Nov BOD meeting.  
 
Bear moved and Indigo seconded to dedicate the 2014 Green ticket revenue to the Community 
Center Fund.   
Hilary: The Green ticket fund originated about 10 years ago as an optional thing and designations 
were difficult to administer. At one point the board said we’re going to designate one dollar for every 
purchased ticket per day to go into the Green ticket fund. Then, the board will determine if it goes into 
the Peach Power fund or some other Green effort. For two years it has been designated for Green 
features of the Community Center. It is about $45000 per year, depending on the number of paid 
admissions we have.   
JonP: We want to fund the Community Center and Green features of it, but there are other Green 
things to apply this fund to. I think they should be applied as their budgets get defined.   
Joseph: With the Green ticket fund, we need to keep pace and assure the money increases the 
sustainability of our processes. 
Tony: We’d in the past allocated those funds to the Peach Power fund.  
Hilary: There is $35000 in the Peach Power fund right now. The $45000 from Green ticket fund from 
2013 has not been designated, so is available.  
Tony: It is hard to find the momentum at those committee levels to get the big projects done. There 
are big projects, but they are nowhere near $35000, so there’s no imminent need.  
Hilary: There is a $25000 approval from several years ago from Peach Power to put in more solar 
panels and the committees have not done it. Right now there is more money than there is momentum 
for getting the projects done.  
Mouseman: This is obfuscation -- the Green ticket is for green things; it is not for other than Green 
things. If all of a sudden there is money in the Peach Power fund then we can find things to use it for. 
I think spread the word a little bit and we’ll find a lot of ways to spend the money. Green is the name 
of the fund, it’s not the Community Center fund. Don’t call it what it’s not.   
Chewie: I respect what you said Mouseman, the best use of Green things is to make things Green. I 
think the Community Center is a good place to do that with LEED certification status and living roofs. 
Put the money in the Community Center fund. Green is sustainability and the way we walk our walk is 
put money there and make it so.  
Paxton: Does the motion include the term “Green features of the Community Center?” 
Bear: It did not, but I have to accept that as a friendly amendment. So amended. 



Paxton: Peach Power needs a project manager to really work on the solar power array. Our engineer 
does not have time to finish the project.  
JonS: Not having final numbers for income and expenses for this year’s Fair. I think it is premature to 
start allocating money that is generated from this year’s Fair. I would like to ask to table this motion 
until the next meeting when I anticipate that we would have firmer numbers for this year.  
Bear: I am not going to move to table. For years we gave a contribution to the endowment principle in 
September every year and I’m trying to continue in that spirit. And second, because I cannot be at the 
next board meeting, unless someone else wants to pick up the torch.  
Jon moved and Paxton seconded to table the motion.   
Motion to table failed. 2-8 Jack, LT, Indigo, Kirk, Chewie, Lucy, Sue and Bear opposed. 
 
Jack: It is good fortune we have these options. Sustainability, as we look to the next fifty years, to 
have the mind set that we are willing to put resources towards making our event and everything we do 
out here more sustainable is another of those low-hanging juicy peaches to get people involved. It will 
make a difference. The hook cannot be only the three-day event and this is a way to do it. All of this is 
under control of the board and other boards can change where the money is allocated. We have the 
good fortune to put money aside to do good things. 
LT: I support the motion as amended. This is this year’s budget and is already partially allocated. I’m 
voting yes. 
Indigo: I have question on the balance sheet.  The 2013 Green ticket amount of $45801 – has not 
currently been allocated? Is that what I understand? 
Hilary: That is correct.  
Indigo: I wonder if we could allocate last year’s Green ticket fund to the Community Center fund, since 
this year’s Green ticket funds have not come around as Jon was suggesting. Instead of tabling it, why 
don’t we allocate last year’s Green ticket fund?  
Bear: I’m embarrassed that I overlooked that.  
Indigo: I accept my friendly amendment.  
Bear moved and Indigo seconded to dedicate the 2013Green ticket revenue to the Community 
Center Fund.   
Motion passes: 9-1 Jon opposed 
 
Paxton moves and LT seconded to accept the first quarterly report of the LPFM task force and 
the following work structure and personnel as presented to the BoD at the April 2011 meeting: 

Chair Person: Michael James Long 
Secretary: Peggy Fitzgerald 
Finances: Alan Cohn 
Community Relations: Heather Kent/Robert McCarthy 
Chief Engineer: Dave Aikins 
Studio Engineer: Michael Wm Miller 
Production: Dean Middleton 
LPFM Stations Liaison: Jim Goettler 
 

Michael: There is feedback from the community that we’ll give after the second motion.  
Paxton: Dean Middleton has taken over finances. The first report is the organization structure.  
Heather: We have letters from four community members who live in Elmira/Veneta area. 
Paxton: This is out of order, the motion is to accept the officers of the radio station.  
Martha: Why are we having a motion to accept a committee report?  
Hilary: This is endorsing the committee. The committee has never been appointed. Paxton outlined a 
point-by-point process to work toward the radio station. They have passed a couple of milestone, but 
never reported back to the board, in a way to have the board say, you have finished that, we agree, 
and we adopt that plan.  
Paxton: This is where we are. There are six different checkpoints. What they are speaking to is more 
appropriate to the fourth report – the community involvement report. Next month, they are submitting 
the financial report. Part of this is my fault for not checking this as we went along. 
Martha: Let’s stick with the point of order. The letters of interest of community members are not 
appropriate to the approval of the structure.  
Paxton: We would be happy to take them and they could go into the board report.  
Joseph: This sounds like a great structure. We have a lot of business and need to move quickly. 
Steve: Does this motion do anything other than what we’ve just heard? It tells us who the members 
are and the board approves the motion.  



Paxton: Correct, there will be more in the second motion.  
Steve: We are not approving money here.  
Paxton: We are just recognizing the structure that we are dealing with.  
Robert: This motion just says these are the members of the committee that are already doing the 
work. And now they are board authorized to be that committee.  
Spirit: I want a point of clarity, because I’ve served on a task force for two very long years, we never 
brought a motion like this to the board. I’m curious if this is actually necessary.  
Paxton: This is appointing a task force.  
Indigo: Normally, when we have motion to a create task force, we send out letters to have people that 
want to be on the task force, once those letters have been accepted, then those names are vetted. It 
seems like you are coming to us with the task force already formed. My question for you is there room 
for others who want to be on this particular task force – to send their letters to be appointed by the 
board? This does not really include that.   
Paxton: I would say yes. This is just recognizing the people that are doing the work.  
Jack: I had a question that was posed when we voted to put the application in for the radio station. 
One of the stipulations from the federal government was that the board of the radio station couldn’t 
have a felon on it. I think the real order in front of us, before we get too far along – is that this is a 
pretty important question to answer. Whether these people that we are talking about right now, 
answer that or the board takes it upon itself to in grace what this means. Michael gave me a report 
back that was what I had anticipated and all I’m doing is bringing this up. This was a question that I 
had when I voted for it, and I think the next thing is to address that.  
Motion passes 8-2 Jack and Indigo opposed 
 
Paxton moved and Jon seconded to accept the quarterly report of the LPFM task force of their 
work-plan as presented to the board at the July 2014 meeting. This calls for on-the-air 
broadcasting by the 2015 Fair per terms of the FCC construction permit. We authorize the 
Oregon Country Fair staff to work with the LPFM task force to accomplish this goal. 
 
Michael:  My input is that it’s crucial that the board of directors show willingness to the community and 
the Fair family to proceed with this endeavor. Our major obstacle is we can’t approach members of 
the community until the board of the OCF, which applied for the application for the construction permit 
and that we receive etc, etc; has not fully acknowledged that they plan to move ahead on this project. 
This motion will answer that question.  
Steve: You just said a couple of contradictory things. You said you couldn’t approach the community, 
yet we’ve heard that we are getting all these letters from the community. So you obviously have 
approached the community. My question is, if it this ends up passing are we committed to spending 
the money. It looks like it is, without knowing how much money we are spending. I read about 
construction of an antenna – that’s not going to be cheap, nor is it going to be free. It seems to me 
what we haven’t seen is how much money is the Fair going to be required to spend. Or are we going 
to hear that right at the end when we’ve already committed ourselves thus we have to spend X 
dollars.   
Paxton: Point of order, the financials are next month’s report. The financial report is to be filed in 
October and that is something that I forgot to put on the agenda. In reality, I don’t see anything going 
forward until the financial report is accepted.  
Steve: So, we are not committed for any money until next month – is that correct?  
Paxton: Correct 
Mouseman: Not committed for any money at this point – more obfuscation, thank you very much. The 
outreach to people has not been financial. What we can’t do is reach out to people for financial – 
when we have people like you who are ready to pull the rug out from under us, when we are trying to 
work on something. I’d like to quote some body I heard in this room, “the hook can’t only be the three 
day event.” We are not asking for any money, we’ve got money. It’s been donated and is already 
there for everything. We can’t ask for money, but we’ve got support for people in the community. I 
sent a letter to all you people; I hope you all read it. When you are concerned about felons on the 
board, I ask what felons are ok on the board. Hey, I am one, it’s ok buds. There are other things that 
are far more important that somebody that smoked pot being on the board at the OCF.  
JonP: Just to straighten things out in my mind, I sat and watched the board vote to have an LPFM. 
Everybody acknowledged in the discussion that it would cost money. I fully anticipate that the board 
will carry through with having an LPFM. What the motion is about is a blueprint or work plan on how to 
get there by the time that the FCC requires us.  My understanding in the previous motion was not a 
board, but a task force or work group. My understanding is that you are the board. You appointed a 



work group to do the work. I’m not sure where the concern for felons comes from, unless there is 
something else we don’t know.   
Tony: Jon, my recollection, and I think others will agree, is that the board voted to apply for an FCC 
license. That was all. It was to be followed by a set number of Paxton’s quarterly reports, and I’m not 
sure where those are. It is pretty clear that the board motion was to apply for the license, at which 
point the board could have solid decision points presented to them and motions made to either 
progress or not. The portion of the current motion “…authorize the OCF staff to work with the LPFM” I 
can tell from a staff perspective, without our GM present, any motion that directs anybody but the 
board to involve any staff time has got to involve Charlie and I. The radio station won’t take 
precedence over addressing our other critical staff shortages. 
Dean: There is a lot of excitement in the room and I think it is because the task force has spent a lot 
of hours on this. We‘ve come up with a plan to raise enough money, without coming to the board, to 
get the radio station on the air. We’ve found that other LPFM stations operate on a shoestring budget. 
We will be using membership and underwriting to make it self sustaining. We are pretty sure that we 
can make this radio station work, without it being a draw on the OCF budget. As far as staff issues, 
we are trying to address that too. We are hoping to attract a coordinator to help the active task force, 
so we don’t have to demand a lot of staff time. Because of the Fair’s organizational structure, there 
are certain things that have to go to the board and the staff. For example, siting a transmitter and a 
tower – we have to get a permit for that. We’ve deposited money in the Fair budget to pay for the 
permit from the county. We need to get the support of the board – not fiscal support. I think this is the 
confusion here – when we ask for support, people think fiscal support.  We’re looking for tacit support 
so when we go to the superintendent of Elmira HS, we know you are supporting us. As soon as we 
feel we have your support, we can start in earnest to fund raise. We need a line item in the budget so 
that we can pass money into the Fair and get money back out.   
Martha: I urge you to vote against this motion. The motion specifically has a timeline of on the air 
broadcasting by the 2015 Fair, and authorizes the staff to work with the task force to meet that goal. 
Now is the do or die time.  
Robert: With respect to Martha and what people have said, the timeline is set by the FCC. If we are 
going to follow that externally directed timeline and this organization is going to back the radio station 
and get it on the air by that time – this will call for work between this task force and the staff. I don’t 
think it has to be a huge amount of staff hours but it calls for some cooperation if the Fair is going to 
site a radio antenna on this land. The board should back the task force to the extent they can speak 
with people in the community like school superintendent, city council and others. There will be a 
budget coming next month. To be fair to the people that have put in the work thus far, the board 
should pass this motion.  
Lucy: I cannot support this motion for two reasons, one it calls for staff support and staff has clearly 
said with everything else on their plate they do not have the time to deal with this. Also, I’ve been 
waiting to hear concrete and specific information about the amount of money raised, the amount of 
money anticipated to be raised, the amount of money that it is going to cost to run the station. I would 
be willing to listen to whatever report about the financial matters at next month’s meeting. It is still too 
nebulous and I am not hearing concrete information and I can’t support this motion.  
Paxton: If you read the work plan there are specific times and dates. The FCC sets the deadline. We 
were authorized to apply for a license. The FCC gave us a construction permit and call letters. To 
implement this, we have to have a station on the air by next Fair. It is a great opportunity because I 
think we can really use a radio station. To get an antennae permit from Lane County, takes 6 months. 
If we want to build a station in June – it will really only take about a month to assemble. We need the 
construction permit from Lane County. Charlie is the one that has to sign off on that. This is the 
reason for that line item. The motion reads, to “authorize the Oregon Country Fair staff to work with 
the LPFM task force to accomplish this goal” of getting on the air by July of 2015. This is the intent of 
the work plan. The financial plan is going to be next month that will show where the money’s coming 
from, where it’s going as part of this checklist. To me the real point of do or die is next month when 
you actually see the finances and how it’s going to work. This motion is accepting the timeline dictated 
by FCC. It does require some staff time, but not a lot. What it really takes is deciding where the 
transmitter room is located and where the antenna is going to be located. The task force has sent 
Charlie a list of four locations for the antenna. I think this just happened, and Shane should get those 
locations soon. We are on a very tight timeline and trying to make everything work. I don’t expect it to 
be much work for the staff. I urge you to pass this motion. 
Bear: I was transparent about my opposition to the radio station proposal in the first place. Once it 
passed I didn’t want to be a party pooper and was willing to give it the benefit of the doubt because 
the majority of the board had supported it. I have been trying to support the incremental steps along 



the way. I am at a bit of an impasse tonight, because I perceive the radio station task force as a very 
insular, self selected small group that is not representative of the Fair family on age, gender, or 
cultural lines at all. And are from this community, Veneta only, and not representative geographically 
of the diversity of the Fair family. That is one hurdle. The second hurdle is I perceive the task force as 
adopting a hostile, suspicious attitude and Mouseman you really exemplified that tonight. Attacking 
one of our officers at our meeting is really not the way to get my vote for anything, ever. It was 
uncalled for. You were rude to Grumpy and I think you should apologize to him. At this point I feel like 
we have a small group of the Fair family that is unwilling to reach out and build a coalition, that is 
coming asking us to put our endorsement on a proposal that is financially open ended and of 
questionable benefit to the whole Fair family. I came into this meeting with an open mind for this, but 
I’ve been convinced to vote against it by the comments I’ve heard tonight.  
Jon: If the board defeats this motion, the board kills the project. I don’t see how the people of the 
community will support this if the board defeated this motion. I don’t know how the people on the task 
force will be able straight faced to build a community coalition that is necessary to pull this off. I think it 
would be tragic if the board defeats it. When the board voted to apply for the license it was making a 
commitment to make a good faith effort to make it happen. The board did not say it absolutely 100% 
certainly would make it happen, come hell or high water, but basically making a good faith effort. I 
don’t see passing this motion as anything but a good faith effort. We are not committing financial 
resources at this point in time. I think it’s important the task force be able to ask staff relevant 
questions, so that it can get the answers that it needs to formulate a plan or find a location for the 
antenna. I have heard the kind of cooperation that the task force is seeking has not previously been 
forthcoming from staff previous to this date. I understand staff has a lot on its plate, but ultimately it is 
the board that directs staff and sets priorities. I’ve said that in previous meetings. The issue of 
whether this committee is representative – we have a group of volunteers who have been working 
very hard to make this happen. I don’t think they are being intentionally exclusive of anybody. I think 
there is ample opportunity for anybody to jump in and help. I think that it is natural that some of the 
folks involved happen to be Fair members that live in the vicinity. It is a radio station for this area. I 
don’t have a problem with the makeup of the task force. As we get closer to actually going on the air, 
I’m sure we will have opportunity to look at an advisory group that would be there to provide advice 
and input. I don’t see a lot of people knocking down the doors saying I want to do the grunt work on it. 
They will be knocking down the doors a bit more when it is closer to coming on the air. We are not 
making any financial commitments here. The task force feels like this work plan is critical for them to 
be successful. I want to support the task force and I think the board should do that.  
Indigo: You know that I am not a fan of this project. I have made that clear every step of the way. I did 
not vote in support of it from the beginning. I really respect and honor all the work that you are doing. I 
know what it takes to do this kind of work. I do things like this outside of Fair. Bringing together a 
group of people to create organization around something to help bring it into manifestation as a 
coalition – that is what you are doing. I am personally stuck on the felony piece. Basically what it 
means to have a radio station is any future board of directors that we have is going to have to have a 
background check. To clarify, when the station comes up for re-application – that is what I read – my 
point is that when there is recertification and a sitting member of the board has a felony, that board 
member has to be removed. I am confused about the law because I read something very different 
from what you are shaking your head to right now. Where I sit right now, I have a hard time 
condemning any future board – maybe someone smoked pot during the time when it was illegal and 
they got a felony and suddenly they are not applicable to sit at this table. Dean, can you clarify 
because I am getting mixed messages. I am ceding you some time.  
Dean: We have a letter that we can provide. Our attorney said the law is the law.  You cited the law 
correctly. The enforcement of the law in the history of this attorney has never seen any organization 
lose their license – which is the issue if we didn’t comply with the law it would not be an attack on the 
Fair, it would be the radio station that, could possibly, lose its license. I spoke with Don Hine, the 
program manager at KLCC, and in the forty years he’s been at KLCC, they haven’t vetted the board.  
Indigo: I would like more clarity on that before I can think around that in a different way. This doesn’t 
reassure me because the law is still the law. The other piece of this is we have a lot of things on our 
plate and I don’t feel this is the right direction for our organization. I have talked to enough members 
who have given me that feedback, so I don’t feel like I am representing only one. I am not going to 
vote for this motion. 
Chewie: I’d like to thank the task force for the work they’ve done. I’m torn about this because I voted 
for what I understood was moving forward to apply for a license, which was going to give us some 
time. Now I’m being told its next July. Until tonight, I had never heard that. I have read letters from the 
task force. I’ve talked to Don Hine and others involved in radio. I’ve heard Paxton on this subject who 



started one of the more groundswell radio stations in the Pacific Northwest. I find it repugnant that 
people are getting so upset about people questioning this. I’m not sure I come down exactly with 
Bear, but Mouseman that was really uncalled for. I would respectfully ask Paxton, since money is not 
an issue; to wait until next month to address this at the same time we address the budget of the radio 
station.  
Paxton: Yes, I’d like to point out what we are tabling is the acceptance of the work plan. I am hoping 
that if the financial plan next month is acceptable, that we wrap both together as one motion. The 
problem with this is the deadline with the county that we have to get our antenna permit in.  
Hilary: Is the work plan on the .net site?  
Paxton: I’ll make sure it is available on the .net site.  
Motion:  
Paxton moved and Jon seconded to accept the quarterly report of the LPFM task force of their 
work-plan as presented to the board at the July 2014 meeting. This calls for on-the-air 
broadcasting by the 2015 Fair per terms of the FCC construction permit. We authorize the 
Oregon Country Fair staff to work with the LPFM task force to accomplish this goal. 
-- Tabled until October BoD meeting  
 
Jon moved and Chewie seconded that the Oregon Country Fair send a letter to the Lane 
County Commissioners opposing the resumption of roadside herbicide spraying and 
indicating our support for ecologically sound roadside vegetation management.   
Bear: Is the letter going to be signed by the President?  
Jon: I assume the President would sign it. Don’t the commissioners usually leave their record open for 
a time?  
JonP: Tomorrow is the only day for public input and is a votable item for the following day.  
Joseph: Do you have a volunteer to write this up and put it to the commissioners?  
JonP: I recommend emailing the statement to all county commissioners.  
Martha: Jon and Jack will write it the statement.  
Motion passes 10-0 
 

President's Peace 
 
Jack: This has been an emotional ride and whether my personal feelings are in question around the 
radio station and being in compliance – I don’t know if it’s a wrong position for me to take or not, given 
the prior motion passed. I don’t like using my president’s peace on this but I have to – I’m not sure 
that I like KLCC’s response that they don’t worry about the law. What felon am I talking about? People 
in the movement have gotten felonies for doing things; there is a myriad of ‘what felons.’ Quite frankly, 
as a motion, maybe that is something this board needs to address. You hit it on the nose, ‘what kind 
of felon.’ They don’t distinguish. If I happen to be torn, it is mostly because of my history and I want 
you to know that in all sincerity. That is why I asked the question first off and talked to our legal 
representation. Michael and I had a very informative conversation, and I appreciate that. I am still very 
unsettled about this, our roots are, and I hate to say it, still counterculture.  We still are what we are. 
My mistake in what I’m apologizing for is I didn’t stand up for what I felt and vote no the first time. I 
thought there was an answer, but I haven’t heard it. I want to hear it. Some body has to answer your 
question, what felons are we talking about.  
 
 

Draft Agenda for October 6, 2014 BoD meeting 
 
 
Approve mintues from September 8th BoD meeting.  
Appoint Vincent LaRochelle to Crafts Committee (Lucy) 
Alter Abled parking policy (Jon) 
Formulating a diversity plan (Jon) 
Sound policy revisited  (Chewie and Indigo) 
Create 7th Generation board of director’s task force (Kirk and Casey) 
Provide an annual summary for volunteer hours (Kirk) 
Select Barter Fair manager (Sue) 
Appoint Sara Rich to Barter Fair Task Force (Sue) 
Accept the radio station financial report and work plan (Paxton) 



Direct Food committee to give preference to organic food booths and develop a system for verification 
(Paxton)  
 
October Consent calendar items:  
 Center for Dialogue and Resolution $1000 
 Science Factory $500 
 Girl Circus $1500 (Jon) 
 Tamarack Wellness Center $1400 
 
 
 
 
 


